
PowerED™ delivers purpose-driven learning to elevate people and 
enhance results. In demand. On demand. Providing immediate online 

professional development for individuals and organizations. 

Join leading Canadian organizations and over 3,500 leaders 
who have developed their leadership abilities through the 
Essential Skills for Leaders Certificate’s flexible, experiential, 
and competency-driven program. Now, more than ever, 
the changing workplace needs effective managers and 
supervisors, and great leaders!

The certificate situates leadership in the context of today’s 
workplace, focused on providing tangible results in a format fit for 
modern learning. You will examine tools and characteristics of high-
performance teams, including the stages of team development and 
take advantage of an enriched, gamified multi-media online learning 
experience designed to engage and educate. 

Interested in learning how to save up to two thirds of the  
cost of training reimbursement? Ask us about the Canada  
Job Grant today! 

PowerED.ca

The PowerED™ Advantage

Our four-course, on-demand Essential 
Skills for Leaders Certificate will 
immerse leaders in fast-paced, hands-
on learning experiences, culminating in 
practical, on-the-job application — all 
while minimizing opportunity costs. 
Power your online learning with short, 
stackable courses focused on developing 
competencies with practical application 
that you can implement immediately in 
your day to day work.

I can now go to work 
feeling more confident 
in my skills to lead  
a team.”

~ Current learner Cassie D., Princess Auto Limited
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Courses
Leading with Authenticity 
Explore the foundational elements of practicing authentic leadership: uncover your core value set, craft a personal 
leadership philosophy, build genuine and trusting relationships, and identify your unique leadership goals.

Dream Teams
Examine some of the essential qualities of high performing teams, discuss the steps and stages of team development, 
and look at ways to support each team member’s unique talents, interests, perspectives, and growth.

Communication and Conflict Resolution
Assess the role perception plays in how we communicate and discuss strategies for ensuring not only that we are being 
heard, but that you are really hearing others as well.

Leadership in Action
Develop different techniques, approaches, and tools out there to help craft out your own personal leadership mindset, 
overcome imposter syndrome and realize your effective leadership strategy.

PowerED.ca

Program Overview
The Essential Skills for Leaders Program 
provides tangible leadership tools, 
frameworks, case studies and shared 
experiences from other leaders to build 
your leadership toolkit to effectively and 
confidently lead. Engage with interactive 
learning content featuring a mix of 
handbooks, case studies, podcasts, and a 
specifically tailored docu-series featuring 
leaders from across the country. 

COURSE LENGTH

2 weeks

DELIVERY

Online

EFFORT

8-12 hours/week

INSTRUCTION

Self-paced

DURATION

3-6 months

COST

$2,780

The single biggest driver of business impact is the 
strength of an organization’s learning culture. 

more likely to be 
first to market

better response to 
customer needs

greater employee
productivity

more likely to have skills 
to meet future demand

32% 34%

37% 58%

~David Mallon, Deloitte Consulting – Mallon, High Impact Learning Culture, 2019
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